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Abstract 

    The traditional musical industry, video entertainment industry, and 

broadcasting media industry in Taiwan are growing these years. Didn’t 

rise and fall violently like so called “high tech. companies”, these 

industries seem traditional and old-fashioned. Accompanies the 

accumulation of culture asset in Taiwan, however, these traditional 

industries gradually form a burgeoning “Creative Culture Industry”. If the 

cultural creativities and creative contents can be digitalized and been 

transmitted through variety of media with watching or listening fee, it 

becomes a new “Digital Content Value-added Service Industry” which is 

combined with “content” and “digitalization technology”. If we can 

integrate our digital technologies and rich cultural content efficiently to 

result in synergy, there is probably a big chance that Taiwan can play a 

major role of digital content industry in the world. 

Comprehensively surveying the trend of industry, we know the 

whole digital content industry is growing constantly. The “digital content 

value-added service industry” (DCVS) this thesis study on is a 



sub-industry of the whole digital content industry. Briefly speaking, the 

DCVS digitalize music, images, texts, videos, and any other types of 

contents, and provide variety value-added services to end users through 

three major telecommunication and media channels including broadband 

websites, cellular phones, and digital interactive TV or Cable TV.  

The DCVS can be divided to three major market segments including 

broadband website market, mobile valued-added market, and interactive 

digital TV market. Among these three markets the broadband website 

market is most mature. Since the technology innovation of MMS and 

Java Download, the mobile value-added market started growing in recent 

years. This market monopolized by Fareastone, CHT, TCC, etc. five 

major telecom companies and some aggregators. Rockmobile corp. is the 

largest content aggregator of mobile value-added market domestically. As 

regards to interactive digital TV market, it just grows up and set into 

action by ADSL and Cable modem operators. 

Resulting from the increasing demand of specialty division of the 

industrial value chain, an emerging “content aggregator” appears and 

plays a critical role in DCVS industry. However, there is seldom thesis 

study on the issue of the operation and management of aggregator 

companies. Therefore, in this thesis, we choose aggregators as the major 

study object and compare with the study of its cooperative telecom 

companies. In our study, we found out the aggregator and telecom 

companies have a very tight cooperation relationship, but each has their 

special operation strategies and core capabilities. 

As regarding to the business strategy, most companies choose to 

enter the three major markets extensively. On one hand, it can increase 

the source of revenue; on the other hand, it can develop a scope economy.  

Some others choose to focus on only one market in order to build its 

brand status and competitive advantages. There are three significant core 



capabilities on operation of DCVS: (1) excellent business and technology 

group. (2) Building a well relationship with vertical cooperative 

companies and a platform which can integration with other’s system. (3) 

Have numerous video contents and a lot of cooperation content providers. 

Besides, each company has its great tech. group and builds a special 

digital content management system according to its position of value 

chain and its market segments. 

It’s very tough to survive in DCVS market, and a company should 

have a great tech. group to develop their content management system. In 

additional, it should build a well relationship with each telecom 

companies or integrate the popular record industry, TV industry, movie 

industry, broadcasting industry, etc. according to its position in value 

chain and should have great project management ability. Hence, it can 

operate permanently and build it own competitive advantage. 

Finally, this thesis point out the trend of DCVS industry in three 

major markets and also gives some concrete suggestions to our 

government and the related companies. Hope it can be a reference for 

government to advance the industry and for business operation of related 

companies. 


